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View
B

Y DEFINITION, the intellectuals and artists in any

community should be the leaders in all fields.
They are the thinkers, the creators, the interpreters.

But the intellectuals (not to be confused necessarily with newspaper editors, politicians, university lecturers or crossword puzzle e.xperts) and the
artists (not to be confused necessarily with art or
literary competition winners or performers on the
A.B.C.) occupy a strangely subordinate position in
Australia.

the

dutV

of

the

intellectual and
the artist

A number of the people in a position to influence
our tastes, opinions and values are men of undoubted
intellectual ability. But many others in such positions seem to be there either by accident, through the
efflu,xion of time, or because of some quality of persistence or glibness that seems living proof of the
biological theory that what organisms lack in one
vviiy they make up for in another.
The control of many aspects of Australia, including cidtural mediums, has fallen into the hands
of people whose main ability is that' of making
money and who often have little to recommend them
in other, and what some people are naive enough to
consider more important, ways.
This has meant that honesty, integrity, good
taste, profundity and originality of thought are so
often lacking, being replaced by a set of values
based mainly on the lowest common denominator of
collective "popular" taste and on the demands of
the small tabulated figures appearing daily in the
financial pages of newspapers.
Some of the monstrosities we have to face daily
are; advertising blurbs, newspaper versions of current
affairs, car designs, commercial radio with its soap
opera;;, disc-jockeys and singing commercials. The
WESTERLY

But people who should know better have been
afraid for reasons best known to themselves to become aggressive and articulate and make an indignant attack on philistinism.

point
Aim with all of these and many others seems to be
merely to fool the public—you and me—^into believing what is not true, likiirg what is vulgar, thinking what is juvenile and' doing what everybody else
does—conforming, or else.
The standard has been set, and because many
people know no better standard (never getting the
chance to see any other) it is taken for granted that
this is "what the public wants".
Why the reticence among so many of the people
with high intelligence, knowledge, good taste and
vision? Why do these people so often allow themselves to be insulted by all sorts of brash and ignorant assaults on their sensibilities?
Why don't people in general—-for we are all intellectuals and artists in a small way—express themselves more frequently and more forcefully? It would
mean, besides a more open andl freer community,
a higher standard of thought and hence a higher
standard among the leaders.
What becomes of the crop of idealists who leave
school every year, and many of whom go on to vmiversity? Why is idealism abandoned by many of
these people who become either cynics or get caught
up themselves in the competition for money and
the outward shows and forms of things as symbols of
success? Other than a sort of naivety in the face
of selfishness, there doesn't seem anything wrong
with idealism.
People with ideas and ideals are shirking their
responsibilities by not presenting those ideas and
ideals to the community. By tolerating the inferior
product in any human endeavour, we are encouraging
it to become the accepted standard.
WE$TERIY

So the ineffectual intellectuals seem to be overwhelmed by the cult of the mediocre. The intellectuals, however, overlook the fact that most of the
people who are vociferous in public matters are even
less qualified to talk on these matters than the intellectuals. Yet tlie intellectuals seem ready to be led
without much complaint. They fail to agree that
mis-government by the partiaEy enlightened is better
than mis-government by the unenlightened.
It should be emphasised that "intellectual" is
used here in its broadest sense. It does not apply
to any class, such as university-trained people. " Intellectuals", as defined here, are men with the capacity for original thought. What they think is not
so important. WTiat matters is that there should be
a large number of them active and that many flowers
should bloom, many schools contend.
It is not enough merely for people of integrity
and ability to bemoan the distortions and affronts to
the sensibflity which rasp from the wireless and
television sets and jabber from both editorial and
advertising sections of the newspapers.
People with high ability, a sense of responsibility
and good taste should go out into the community and
gradually take over the key business and propaganda
sections which are so often corrupted.
This means that our leaders should not be the
"smartest" and "cleverest" men. They should be
men with the highest principle and the greatest amount of dedication to, and respect for, the individual
in the community and for good taste. They should
be men prepared to sacrifice some of the "progress",
as exemphfled by cheap blocks of flats and more
effective weapons for killing other human beings, in
favour of more gracious living.
The Australian community—and for that matter
the whole world—^is in need of a sort of take-over
bid by the artists and intellectuals; a kind of campaign for integrity.
The fact that Billy Graham might approve should
not be taken necessarily as a point against the idea.
The fact that political and business leaders might
find it expedient to lend their vociferous support
should mean only that the campaign be carried out
with more determination, but greater caution.

the scholar
fTHERE are harboured in the hollows of that skull
the fleets and squabbling hordes of Greece;
Sacked Troy lies smouldering behind those dull,
Apologetic eyes and Odysseus will never cease,
Among the twists and convolutions of that brain,
His hungry wanderings to see his island-home again.

Scanned to the beat of fireflecked feet and fears,
Assonant, deep barbarian songs are hung
Within the caverns of those red, ridiculous ears;
Though just beyond re-sounding by his tongue
He footnotes, in small print, another's themes
And dryly annotates his lonely mocking dreams.

Andromache, mothering, for him weeps
And holds him up his only frightened child;
Helen, for him alone, her beauty keeps
Forever flowering beside the blue and mild
Aegean, which washes the floods and ebbings of his heart
Upon the island beauties of another's art.
J. M. S. O'Brien

This poem is the w i n n e r of the West Australian University 1959 Simpson Prize for Poetry.
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A

hot
work
by E. Lewis-Henry
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s IF the heat was not enough, the north wind
swept up dust and leaves and flung them with
the velocity and ferocity of a mad thing if you
stepped outside. Many of the foundry men were
stripped to the waist and glistened with sweat.
Everything was hot to feel. The air was too
humid to breathe and men were too listless to
work. But work they must. The number of moulds
cast today would be the same as any other day.
No-one complained about the draught coming
through the door as they did during winter. Warm
as the breeze was, it was an improvement on the
dead, humid heat.
No-one yelled at the busy crane driver today.
The men were content to wait for the crane to turn
over a mould. They sat on the iron box glad of a
rest. And if the boss complained about loafing,
they felt they had an excuse.

Of course, the men were e.xpected to fill in
waiting time by starting another job or perhaps
assisting a workmate rushed for time. But on a day
when the wind was like a hot tongue devouring all
comfort and coolness, some foremen would ignore a
slowing of movement.
If only a man could get a cool drink, was the
general muttered prayer. Every tap squirted warm
water. "What's this, George? Back to school," said
Russel, bending over a fountain tap. "Well, a bloke
who'd work in this hell-hole ought to go back to
school," rejoined Ginger George cheerfully.
Some of the men had rolled up the legs of their
trousers to just below knee height. Shirts opened
right down the front bared hairy chests and pot
bellies.
"Thank gawd it's pay-night," grinned Trevor.
"Look, even the cat's panting like a dog—tongue
lolling out an' all." He tugged at a grey sweatrag
which collared his neck and caught the sweat dripping off his chin.
Trevor's reputation for boozing was built on his
own loquacity. He was a talker, even a braggard
in an inoffensive way. He liked to sink a couple on
pay-night and enjoy the society of his mates at
the local on Saturday afternoons. But to hear him
talk you'd think he slept in a drunken stupor all
the weekend, such was the art and drama of his
telhng.
We started at the Oriental, then went to the
Crown to place our bets. I won a little on the first
race so we took a taxi to the Grand . . . so the tale
gathered momentum and colour.
"Don't he give his missus any of his wages?"
asked Ken Reese, a strict christian. "It costs money
to buy all he says he drinks." Reg Ledwidge casually removed his pipe and spoke:
"Trev exaggerates. I know. I drink w t h him."
In the crowded shower room, Trevor let everyone
know: "First stop tlie pub. Move back, boys. Move
back and let a man dress." His gay-coloured towel
flicked around him like a flag in a tornado. "I can
see the amber glasses in a great, long Une on the
counter, Reggie!" he called.
Reg was looking down lacing his shoes. A smooth
bald head shone white without its customary hat.
He looked up, grinning.
"Shall we order two at a time or half a dozen?"
Trevor asked. "Make it dozen!"
"Quite so, Reggie. The first half dozen'U go
down without wetting the sides . . . "
The men were laughing and encouraging Trevor.
The knock-off whistle had blown the weariness from
tired muscles.

LL ANYONE could get out of Trevor on Friday
morning was a scowl and a grunt. It was
more than the scorcher affecting his temper.
They winked at each other as if agreeing. "The
poor fellow's suffering the effects of last night's
carousel," Ken said. "He's a sorry case. I wonder
how much he gave his wife." He sounded genuinely
concerned for Trevor's wife and young family.
Hearing Ken as he passed, Reg snarled: "I'll tell
you how bloody much Trev gave his missus. Nuthin'.
Not a bloody penny." Reg poked his face into Ken's,
provokingly: "What d'ya say about that, eh?"
Ken was dumbstruck. He started, opened his
mouth, but nothing came out.
"An' I'll tell ya
another thing," Reg continued. "I'll tell ya how
many drinks 'e had. Do ya want to know how many
drinks the boozer had? I'll tell ya how many!" Reg
glared angrily around at the six or seven men who
had been drawn by curiosity.
"One! One bloody beer—an' I bought it for the
poor bastard, see." Reg clenched his lips and set
his firm chin beUigerently.
"Well, he collected his wages ju.st as we all did,"
protested Ken indignantly.
"Yeah. And either some mangey, miserable mongrel pinched his pay from his locker while he was
in the shower—or he lost it between here and the
Oriental."
"Is that a fact?" asked Russel Maye, and without
waiting for an answer suggested: "Perhaps he lost
it in the foundry and someone picked it up."
"I hate to think I work with a swine who doesn't
hand his workmate's pay in at the office," growled
Reg.
"Me too," muttered Russel, and there was a
general murmur of assent.
"I'll get the foreman to put a notice on the
board," Reg said as he started for the office, muttering sorrowfully: "He's not a bad poor bastard, ya
know."
"He's aviTTight," the man gruflly agreed.
During the morning, Trevor was quiet but industrious. He was terse, bordering on rudeness, to
any who spoke to him, even in sympathy, about
his missing pay. But no-one was offended by his
abrupt manner. All agreed he must be worried.
A working man can't afford to lose a week's pay.

A

At noon, no money had been handed in at the
office. Reg muttered and uttered his curses on the
swine who had stolen or found the pay: "A man
don't know the type of animal he works with."
Suddenly, Reg stood and yelled so that everyone
in the large dining room could hear. The murmurers
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didn't have a chance again.st his massive voice.
There was silence. "Listen, mates," he said, "I
know Trev better than anyone here. He does a lot
o' talking and acting the goat. An' I reckon youse
all agree that blokes like Trev—a clown that makes
us laugh—help us lesser fellers to carry our burden
o' labour so much easier."
" 'Ere, 'ere," exclaimed Ginger George, and others
joined him.
Encouraged, Reg's voice rose: "We are Trevor's
debtors. Let's pay our debts, mates." With a wide
swing of his arm, Reg removed his misshapen felt
hat baring his shiny pate. "I'm staitin' with a
(juid . . . my beer money. It's enough to make a
man howl." His bottom lip dropped like a snivelling
child. With training, Reg would have been a great
actor.
A roar of laughter filled the haU. Men gladly
flung iM coins. Those without cash in their pockets
were trying to borrow. Russel Maye, who ran an
S.P. book and always had ready cash, stood and
yelled: "Any man who has no money, come and see
me. I got silver and plenty of notes."
Those who did not eat in the dining room were
canvassed during the afternoon. The foreman, not
a slack boss at any time, saw Reg moving from one
man to another. He made no comment, as he often
did when a man was wandering or talking away
from his mould, until a little after three: "What's
this I hear about you collecting for Trevor?"
"That's right. Any objections?" Reg exploded.
It was his abiUty as a tradesman which enabled him
to get away with insolence. Reg expected Alf to
reprimand him and was angered by the thought.
He wiped a drip of perspiration from his nose with
his foreanu.
Alf glanced in Trevor's direction, saw he was
not looking, and said: "Here, take this. From the
office staff." Then he grunted without smiling and
walked away.
Immediately the knock-off whistle blew, Reg
grabbed Trevor by the arm before he rushed to
the shower recess. "I want ya over here a minute,"
he said. Trevor protested against the unknown.
Most of the men waited to see the presentation.
Trevor accepted the money but couldn't speak for
a while. Finally, he burst out: "Yer a bonza lot o'
bastards. Chris, I've argued an' even fought with
a couple of youse. But it just goes to show. When
a man's down he can rely on his mates to help him
up. Thanks a lot, you pack o' ugly, dirty-faced
sand-gropers. The missus will be glad. Now don't
let me keep you. Get off to the shower." He waved
WESTERLY

his hands pi lyfully as if ridding liimself of a Swarttt
of flies.
"Now, don't you go to that hotel on your way
home," Ken said, shaking an admonitory finger.
"Well, if it isn't my guardian angel," cried
Trevor, feigning astonishment at the assumed appearance of a heavenly apparition.
Everyone
laughed, even Ken.
"It's here," someone yelled. "The wind's changed." And several men rushed to enjoy the cool
breeze at the door.

a certain
parish priest. . .

T

HIS friend of Virgil does not walk
Poised in eternal paths, nor talk
High language to interesting sinnersAt least not directly—
Though he sees eternity,
I think, unveiled and somewhat near
Through the clear amber of a beer
In some pub.

Nor does he rub
His conversation's shoulders with rich
Burnished sentiments among which
This old familiar of Homeric seas,
Navigates wtih practised ease,
But, chatting with barmaids,
His words are laid
Flat and ordinary across the bar.

This priest of God; this mediator;
This lens of mystical rays;
Abundant diffusion of the creator,
Steps in ambassadorial ways.
Talking with men.
Walking with God.
J. M. S. O'Brien

Asian refugees a n d
white Australia

I

AM convinced that the policy generally
known as the "White Australia Policy" is
beHeved by the peoples of Africa and
Asia to be based on racial segregation.
I do not mean everybody—for as with
most people the majority either do not know
or do not bother—but I mean the people
who do known and who do think. An African of considerable standing told me recently
that before coming to Australia he had believed that white Australians treated aborigines in the same way the white South Africans treated their coloureds. However, he
had seen the difference when he came here.
No-one suggests mass migration to Australia
to relieve Asian population pressure and all
rational people agree that every country is
entitled to regulate its migration. Perhaps
only a few Asians would want to come to
live here if we changed our policy.
It seems best that the policy of assimilation should continue. Only a comparatively
J O H N R. H U E L I N is a Perth l a w \ e r and West Australian
president of the United Nations Association.
H e recently
r e l u m e d fron"! a visit to south-east Asia, where he attended
a 17.N.A; conference and studied the problems of Asian
refugees.

by John R. Huelin

small number of other people at first could
fit into our social and economic structure,
which in the main we must retain.
Some people nowadays talk of Australia's
European culture and heritage, but it seems
.just yesterday (actually 13 years ago) that
Australians in number resented the intrusion
of "foreigners" from Europe. We are still
prejudiced about race but not as much as
then. We lack close association with nonEuropeans and this has resulted in an attitude which is not so much one of colour discrimination as one of indiflFerence to peoples
whose countries are largely unknown to most
of us.
During my Asian tour, one of the places
I visited was Macao, the tiny 6i-square-mile
Portuguese settlement on the coast of mainland China just south of the Canton River.
To spend even a few hours there was like
WESTERLY

having a foot in two continents. The colony
was founded in 1557 and is the oldest European settlement in the Far East.
Because of the atmosphere of calm compared with nearby Hong Kong, it is perhaps
possible to take a more balanced view of the
attitudes to Australia and Australians by the
peoples of Asia. Australia's mere 10,000,000
people are nothing, but geographically Australia is large enough to command some interest—although the ordinary people know
very little about it. I talked of these matters
on the terrace of the Macao Inn with Father
Lancelot Rodrigues, my host for the day.
I had come down from Hong Kong by
overnight steamer, partly to hear the story
of the refugees from China but also to feel
the different atmosphere. Hong Kong teems
with the intense activity of 3,000,000 people
(risen from 600,000 since 1946) and it is
estimated that nearly 1,000,000 are refugees
from China. In Macao the tempo is easy—
no rush and bustle—but the presence of the
autocratic Government of China is clearly
felt.
In 1957, the Portuguese had wanted to
celebrate their 400th year of occupation, but
this had been forbidden by the authorities
"over the way". Still, I was told, in October
each year all the people of Macao celebrated,
with much gaiety, noise and fireworks, three
great days in turn—the national days of Portugal, China and Nationalist China.
I was in Hong Kong for a week looking
at the problems of housing, feeding, and usefully employing its people. Its housing is
inadequate by any standards, but even the
great concrete re-settlement blocks fall short
of the demand by some 300,000. The dilemma is that if living standards are improved
the flood of new residents from China will
only increase.
These people are mostly Chinese, but as
well there are the "white" Russians—fugiWESTERLY

tives from the second revolutionary upheaval
—who are finding new hope through the
United Nations High Commissioner's Office
and with the help of many countries including Australia.
At a press conference, I was asked: "Can't
some of these refugees come to Australia?"
This was hard to answer in that place, where
the struggle for existance was so obvious. I
had dinner with a Chinese friend who had
several sons training in Australia; his
daughter, who had also trained in Australia,
was present. They also asked: "Could not a
few people from Hong Kong go there?"
A few days after the press interview, the
South China Times ran a banner headline:
"Australia Deports Chinese", and this was
displayed throughout Hong Kong. The story
referred to the deportation of criminals only,
but the significance to the x^ress was the deportation of "Chinese".
At a United Nations Association conference on Asia which I attended in Manila, I
mentioned in passing the plans for European
migration to Australia. The eyebrows of the
delegates from nine other countries rose in
line because an Australian had dared to refer
to his country's immigration policy.
Not far from us are millions of people who
since World War II have achieved sovereignity—or as they would say, have been "freed".
Like most peoples, they would rather run
their own affairs badly than be told how to
do it, or be forced to, do it better. Most of
these people are having a tremendous
struggle. They have to tackle the problems
of economic under-development and low living standards with a legacy of democratic
parliamentary government and its social concepts su'^;h as short working hours, basic
wages and equality of the sexes. These countries need outside help, but this help must
be without political strings, restricted only by
the condition that the aid is used efficiently.

So nxucli . . . . from so little
That old proverb, "Great oaks from little acorns grow", holds
just as much truth for communities as it does for commercial
enterprises. Most of Australia's great cities and successful businesses
started as tiny "acorn'' concerns. But always there was someone
with the vision, the drive and the capacity to get things done, acting
as a vital trace element.
Growth and development of communities and business concerns
ahke mean something more than mere expansion. They mean
better civic facilities, better products and better jobs. These are
the true rewards of successful enterprise.
THE^ A
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Although it would be presumptuous indeed to set myself up as an authority after
my short tour, these conclusions to me are
clear:
Firstly: Australia is becoming more and
more closely associated with the future of
Asian countries and with the struggle for survival and development of the so-called "uncommitted" countries. Our approach must
be one of aid and friendship rather than of our
own economic expansion. These poor countries cannot afford to buy food produced at
high cost in a welfare state. How indeed
can they buy at all if trade is only one way?
What talk has there been to date of reciprocity?
Secondly: Something positive must be
done to make Asians and Africans and for
that matter South Americans understand that
Australians are not colour-conscious—that
Australians do want to live with others in
a unified community without colour discrimination.
I am certain that the best method of
achieving this is to start with a migration
plan based on reciprocity between each country. This would include a quota system dependent only on our ability to assimilate the
newcomer without minority groups forming.
This I believe should be the only test. It
will build a better community more conscious
of the culture and the quality of others and
aware of the contribution they can make to
society.

conversations
by Donald Maynard

T

HE railway station had been prettied-up
for the royal visit earlier that year.
Pagoda-like, pink and blue, it accepted
the ritualistic arrival of the modern flyer as
if it were the most ancient of tributes.
Not many getting off, Mr. Crab commented to himself, still, it's not much after
five. A bit early. Plenty of time to see over
the place.
Mr. Crab, fresh from the celebration of
his majority, was of generally accepted
height and dark looks. New English-andhistory man for the middle forms at the
boys' grammar school, he was in no hurry
to settle in out there before midday.
Glorious park, he thought. The begonias
they all rave about. And the graceful Georgian-porch-and-colonnades
court
house.
Hand of Macquarie here, I should think.
This ought to be the same sort of architecture as the school according to the prospectus.
What's the school from town—seven miles,
isn't it? Monastic, geographically.

G

LAD that's over, Herb? I certainly ami"
Mr. Crab, mixing cocoa and sugar
vigorously addressed a young man at his
shoulder.
"Yes." Nothing else yet from 18-year-old
Herb Featherstone—fair skin, brown hair and
eyes, pleasantly loose limbs.
"The head said it was the first successful
house play in his memory. Of course, you
D O N A L D MAYNARD is a young Queensland writer
present working for a Melbourne publishing house.
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know \ery well it was your play, yours entireh'. Alright, I produced it; I cajoled and
coaxed your mates and I prompted down to
the curtain-call tonight.
But your acting
pulled it through as a production." In between sips of terribly hot cocoa.
"Thanks for getting the others into it again
last week when they'd lost interest. I knew
I was right casting you as Harpagon. I still
can't fathom wh\' you chose to co-operate.
The common room laid odds you wouldn't,
if you ran true to last year's form."
A reason finally: "Well, sir, I could see
it going on the rocks. I realised the lead
would benefit me only if I played it properly
and that the play would make or break you,
sir, in your first term here."
"I see. You over-acted all the way, you
know. If we'd had more time on stage, I'd
have insisted you learn every line by rote—
every single line off pat. You can't afford to
ad-lib madly.
Doesn't give the others a
chance with their parts."
"I didn't want to give the others a chance.
S'pose I like centre-stage. I'm a born showoff and I don't mind admitting it."
Mr. Crab is poking at the fire to get
more warmth from the few remaining coals.
"Herb. Don't give up acting. Keep at it
after you go from here. You've loads of
talent. I'm not saying it just because I'm
thankful for tonight's effort. You can command a variety of voices, true projection—
I know about these things—and a face that
will do anything." Looking, or trying to
avoid looking, at the tragic mask of the boy's
face, with its fine strangely deep lines but
with hints of comedy at the mouthcorners.
"Acting's not my line. Not unless it's a
one-man show," it laughs.
s

e

«

"Senior dorm were complaining about the
noise Friday night, sir. Reckon you should
turn it down a bit?" Mr. Crab, on the
contrary, turns up the volume on the recordplayer another inch, and Mozart's Night
12

Music soars up to the stars, becoming bedtime music for Macarthur and Wentworth
houses as well.
"About this music of yours. Herb. It's the
same as I said about painting last Friday.
Keep at it, if only because the arts help
hghten the burden when things are tough.
Why do you imagine I spend so much time
over at the music school? You see, it doesn't
matter a damn what people say if you're sincere to yourself. If you're feehng down with
the world, then go off on your own and
draw your sketch and blow your trumpet.
You feel better for it.
"Sorry. You must get bored listening to
me."
"Why are you like that, sir, why do you
have to be so different from the rest of the
masters? I mean, you're the youngest master.
Why don't you play cricket sometimes instead of the piano?"
"I'm ju.st me.
"Better be off to bed." A reluctant definitive glance at the travelling-clock on the
mantleshelf. "It's after twelve. And don't
wake the dorm in the process. Goodnight.
Call in and see me any time at all. Don't
wait for me to ask—I won't. Just call in."
Whispering it urgently down the passageway
after the boy, who has his shoes in his hand.

An apology for a knock and the study
door opens. The sunny face inquires; "You
busy sir?"
"Not really. Herb. Come in. Shift that
chair over to the fire. Need a good fire tonight."
"Like me to cut some more wood for you?
In the boiler-room—won't take a second?"
"Righto—if it'll only take a second."
He puts aside what he has been writing.
By the time he tidies up the desk, the boy
returns with an armful of decent logs.
"Thanks Herb. Put them near the box."
Both sit down in front of the fire. Mr. Crab
WESTERLY

begins the evening's conversation:
"Have
you thought about why you come up here
so regularly?"
"I think it's because my father talks to
me like this. By the fire, late at night. I
learn a lot from him that way. 'Bout sheep
and fishing and antiques and old buildings
—just about everything I know." His voice
is frank and serious.
"You come to school to learn, I hope,"
lightly.
Herb lounges back in the armchair and,
pulling back the trouserlegs, he leans his
smooth-skinned ankles against the wood box:
"I leave school at the end of the year, I'm
finishing up. I'll be glad to."
"Why don't you make your name well
and truly before you leave? You do most
things well. Very well. Let's see—^first fifteen, first eleven, open 440 champion—and
there was the play, the band comps. and
Pinafore. Yet you never seem to go at any
one thing long enough to do yourself justice. You know what I mean?"
"But I look at it this way. I've lots of
things to try yet—especially when I leave
school. I like to excel without training,
without sitting up late to swot, or setting
the alarm to fit in a jog round the oval before breakfast."
"Yes, you have excelled. Certainly nothing to regret about school life, even if you
can't leave the place fast enough. I know
what you mean.
"Tell me about the country round Tumut,
Herb. What's it like in midwinter?"
Conversations are like this.

"Returning these books you lent me."
"Thanks. Hrom. Farewell to Arms, East
of Eden, Knock on Any Door, Francis Greenway. Quite a motley selection. Didn't realise
I'd lent out so many."
"I've had them for a long time."
Mr. Crab is taking command of the
WESTERLY
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situation. He sits down in his chair, most
deliberately, leaving Herb standing which is
hardly his custom. To make the drama more
oppressive he slowly takes out a cigarette and
lights it.
"You haven't been up this term. You've
been avoiding me."
Stating the obvious.
"How did you enjoy the books I lent you?"
"Very much thank you sir."
"That's no answer, after my putting myself out for you—As—7—have—done.
"Well, Herb. Come and see me sometime this weekend. I'll be in. It's my duty
weekend. Any time, if you're not too busy
with studies and rugger." But without much
hope.

T
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scheme.
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HE school had assumed an end-of-theyear aspect. The sun was out after the
winter drizzle, but the bright faces of
the boys were not. They were busy indoors
stvidying for exams—except the little ones,
who were all over the place during the lunch
break, playing rounders.
Mr. Crab least expected a visit from
Herb Featherstone, who had been preparing for his Leaving exam in a fortnight.
There he was, surprise of surprises, in the
passage when Mr. Crab came out of his
study at recess time. Herb seemed mature in
his smart, back-vented, grey suit.
"Sir, I'm leaving today. I was just coming to say cheerio, I'd like to thank you for
your kindness." It was formally put.
"I understand." The incident with Tait.
"I understand perfectly. I'm sorry you're
going like this."
"You've never understood really sir. But
there's nothing either of us can do about it
now."
"Goodbye."
"Goodbye sir."
"Youth has no shame," thought Mr.
Crab, returning to the setting of third form
papers. "Let's see, an alternative question on
Ghrist, how^I hate teaching!" WESTERLY

the modern frontier
by B. Smith

O

UR great grandparents were pioneers; our grandparents talked about progress; our parents had
the setback of war, but also their postwar dreams
of a better world. To some extent the old idea of
progress was bound up with wonder of new inventions—for instance, men flying like birds.
Today the advance of science has come to be
regarded as a mixed blessing: Atom bombs—or
atomic power? Germ warfare—or antibiotics? Automation for increased leisure—or for unemployment?
Whether for this reason or some other, our generation does not seem to have that exhilarating feeling
of a forward march that inspired the previous one.
Perhaps it is because we are lacking in tlieir spirit
of confidence that we have also become unwilling
and timid critics. Who could truthfully say that a
healthy spirit of criticism prevails today?
Plenty of people keep a personal diary of
grumbles, something like this: "August—City is a
depressing sight with its ugly hoardings, traffic
snarls; and how these sm.art new insurance and bank
offices mock at the civic buildings most of which
are slums. . . . September—Went to see Ghosts
at the Assembly Hall. It's a pity to see earnest
young actors battling with poor acoustics and a
terrible din from next door. . . . October—Sick of
being blackmailed and intimidated by the morning
paper. Be a glutton with biscuits; squeeze yourself
into points and curves (well, I can't do that), buy
a new suit or your daughter won't love you," and
the rest of it. These advertisements haven't the
slightest regard for public health, taste or morals
. . . . and so on.

The old solace for the grumbler—"write a letter
to the Times old man," which came with the
migrants to our shores, has lost its efficacy. For it
is a notorious fact that the press is not nearly as
hospitable to the casual correspondent as it used
to be. And this is only one sign of many that
the fine old tradition of Australian journalism is
moribund.
In the days when even a small township had
WESTERLY

its own independent press, the backblocks journalist
was proud to write his own comments on world
events. And apart from his own opinions, he published the news. Today, even in the big cities, the
reader is treated to editorial opinion thinly disguised
as news; frequently it is a news commentary voicing
the opinion of an American journalist, or an acknowldeged reprint from one of the big weeklies like
Time (which already has a stranglehold on Australian
intelligence through ordinary, and some extraordinary, channels of distribution). The thought that a
newspaper has certain responsibilities to the Australian community—to convey information, to air
criticism and foster culture—no longer troubles
editors.
However, the newspaper does not have sole responsibility for choking the modern critic. There
seems to be a widespread habit of opening one's
mouth to protest—and then shutting it again, without a word. Among undergraduates and aspiring
academics, the thought of a career or scholarship
is sometimes the inhibiting factor.
Perhaps this is part of the cold war environment.
Criticism of "our Western institutions" or "way of
life" is regarded as treachery and treated wih suspicion by those whose chief pre-occupation is to
prove that capitalism is better than Communism;
an ironical circumstance since the same people would
be the first to argue that it is chiefly in the sphere
of free inquiry and criticism that capitalism excels.
This caution ,on the part of (many would-be
critics cannot be dismissed with a few deprecatory
remarks about "selfish concern with personal interests" and "lack of integrity".
Many of these
people are dedicated to their work. Because modern
research so often involves costly equipment and
teamwork, the research worker who is not admitted
to some public institution may well lose all opportunity of using his professional skill. This is a high
price to pay for a few outspoken words, which perhaps may not even achieve their object.
There might be less diffidence

about

making
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pubhc criticisms if there was reasonable certainty of
achieving results. But how exactly can one tackle
such problems as the insidious perversions of advertising, or the distribution of crazy American films,
where vested interests are so powerful? And yet,
until these vested interests are controlled, will our
country ever regain a flourishing cultural fife?

happy, and the joys of knowledge will remain the
preserve of an elite, tliey think. After all, in the
schools children are found to be of various types, and
only the minority benefit by a thorough education—
or so we are led to believe. With modern literature
and art, again only the few can discern the true
meaning.

The general decline in cultural standards calls
for thought, criticism and action and in, this the
universities should surely ofEer leadership. But will
they? It is very disquieting to find that among university teachers and students there are many who
believe that the cultural wellbeing of the community
is not their concern. Perhaps this is a more formidable obstacle to progress than the autocracy of the
newspaper, the conservatism of institutions or the
forestalling strength of the opposition.

The cultured elite is content to preserve its own
Olympian standards, detached from the rest of
society, while elsewhere on the campus the technologists, who unashamedly "serve the community"
—or sections of it—claim the lion's share of public
subsidies.

These university intellectuals have time to read
and think and sufficient money—neither too much
nor too Httle—to acquire taste. They would be
appalled if obliged to live with a commercial radio
programme for a week, yet they do not see any
reason why other less discerning people should be
spared the experience. They have reached the conclusion that because some people voluntarily listen
to these programmes, that is what they want. And
this increases their suspicion that the level of popular taste and intelUgence is irremediably low.
VER the last hundred years or so there have been
several changes in the cultured person's estimate
of popular intelhgence. It was once believed that
for the ordinary man to be happy it was necessary
also for him to be ignorant. When the industrial
revolution brought him the vote, a little spending
money and a few hours of recreation, well-meaning
people with education confidently set out to provide
him with moral and intellectual enlightenment.

O

In our own country, the person of no great
schoohng seized the new opportunities for education
with some enthusiasm, and sixty years ago the level
of popular intelligence and taste was high. It was
the occasion for comment by many weU-read Englishmen. Henry Lawson wrote proudly as a graduate
of the "University of Life", and Joseph Furphy surpassed T. S. Ehot for erudite allusions. Many middleclass intellectuals came to believe that a popular
culture was by no means incompatible with the
highest of standards.
If our intellectuals today had the same conviction, perhaps they would be readier to fight the
abuses of mass media. Instead, however, they seem
to be moving in the opposite direction. Let the
majority continue in their ignorance, since they are
16

Now if the arts faculties, for example, were prepared to accept their social responsibilities they too
would be providing the community with educated
people to work in pubhshing houses as readers and
translators, in the film industry as script writers and
editors, in broadcasting and television preparing programmes aimed to educate and to civilize, and on
the staffs of newspapers and periodicals helping to
define the Australian viewpoint on world affairs. Of
course few of these jobs exist as things are—not because Australia lacks the population to support its
own cultural institutions, but because local and overseas commercial interests are permitted to exploit
these fields as they please. And their concern is
easy profit, not enlightenment.
Apart from a few notable individuals, Austrahan
universities passively accept the situation.
Too
many of their inmates, like cartoon intellectuals,
wear heavy horn-rimmed glasses. And they are dark
glasses, one eye being obscured by elitism, the other
by a pseudo-cosmopolitanism.
To speak of Australian universities is principally
a gesture of geographical location. They are not
yet distinctively national institutions at all.
For
example, it is only recently that Australian and Asian
history, and the study of Pacific languages has assumed any prominence; in the sciences, topics of a
peculiarly local origin are still frequently neglected
in favour of those which are in fashion overseas; and
the claims of Austrahan literature, its study and
research, continue to be ignored or misunderstood.

I

N LITERARY criticism within the universities, a
slavish dependence on the current ideas of Enghsh and American critics is regarded as the very
opposite of parochialism. The students of this school
of thought, in their pre-occupation with the "great"
and the "universal" tend to overlook the fundamental relationship between art and life and to concentrate instead on the interpretation of texts and
the influence of writers on one another.
WESTERLY

They obscure the truth that the great and universal in art and in criticism always arise from close
observation and symtathy with local surroundings,
as well as a sincere desire to share this experience
with other people. They obscure the truth that the
great in world literature has not come about without
the loving labour of critics who found tlieir criteria
not solely by studying "the best", but also by patient
criticism of much that was imperfect. Disregarding
these things, they reject the Australian environment,
with all its potential for independent scholarship,
literature, theatre and other arts.
In the field of historical studies, Australian scholarship is not nearly so restricted in its concepts and
aims, yet even here, the influence of Australian historians rarely goes beyond college walls. The more
re-assuring voices reach the community through the
wireless, but broadcasting stations have to exercise
their own restraints on the scope of criticism, especially in current affairs. So while research goes
on and the results published in learned journals or
expensive books, the impact on public opinion is not
great. Meanwhile, into a million letter boxes drop
the glossy circulars of the overseas digests, with their
generous offer of a magazine that robs the serious
Australian writer and pubfisher of his market and
misleads the busy reader into accepting a picture

r

of the world that is defined m black and white, a
world ready for quick and uncritical decisions.
In the field of languages too, academic study is
adversely affected by various social trends over which
a university has no direct control. In the schools,
for example, the study of language has low priority
—ironically enough, just at a time when adults are
flocking to classes for systematic language study.
AU the imiversity disciplines are affected in some
way by the state of the nation, so that a university
faculty has no choice but to enter into pubfic fife
and where necessary to criticise and to offer leadership. The Victorian Council of Education set a fine
example early this year, when it sponsored a weekend school to discuss some of the principles governing State aid for the arts^. The arts need money,
urgently, but more than that they need the active
interest and patronage of Austrafian scholars—men
and women concerned not merely with writers and
books and students, but broadly, with the minds of
the people.
Every age calls for pioneers: the modern frontier
is the barren wilderness occupied by soap operas,
cowboys and Indians. Some hardy spirits are badly
needed to clear the ground—and sow some seeds.
-1. Melbourne
June, 1959.
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two poems by David M a r t i n
the curse
HE covenant is sealed in red
A drop twixt thigh and thigh.
Her first blood is a virgin birth
Whose sweetness makes her cry.

T

e

«

o

All day she walks with secret eyes
Her secret joy to nurse,
She smiles because her mother calls
God's dearest gift the curse.
«

«

o

And, wondering, she loves the pain
In which all pain is stilled.
A child in every woman dies
Before the womb is filled.

Her blood will nourish sons that they
May shed their brothers' blood,
In murderous longing to regain
The spring that bears the flood.
#

9

e

•

From in the speck that stains her shift
The contradiction flows
That drives men on and drives them mad
And kills the fruit she grows.
«
«
*
She does not know . . . she does not care.
She feels so strange and well.
The mould is broken and she waits
A clapper for the bell.

death and idea
from Ballarat the other day,
T RAVELLING
I saw lambs gambolling in the field
between tlie sky and the railway line,
And the good, cold wind of the country
came into my compartment
And, for a moment, I felt at peace.
«
«
«
A farmer was driving his tractor, a man,
And the lambs made me think of Christ.
I thought of Christ, and the farmer, and the
lambs,
and I thought:
Great, boundlessly great, is the soul of man
in his mortality
That creates the idea of God, an immortal
creator;
How beautiful is the hmited that conceives
the hmitless !

Then I thought that man's faith in God
and my faith in man.
Their love and my love, are of one kind
and meet in the infinite,
And where they meet is reahty.
«
«
*
But when I reached Melbourne, despair had
me again,
for I thought:
The farmer's faith and mine, that he and I
have created.
Is fragile and mortal because we must die.
And we cannot create anything truly limitless,
save only ideas.
«
«
»
Yet, to speak honestly, I do not know what
I fear:
The limited or the limitless ?
WESTERLY

the artist's integrity
by Sali Herman

N ARTIST'S problems—or should I say
the problems of a contemporary artist ?
But then what is "contemporary" ? Is
it only what is being done in the latest idiom?
—or the last brainwave (happy or otherwise)
by any one man, coming preferably from
France, Germany, Spain or Italy? It is all
which comes under the heading of Modern
Art?

A

To this I say NO. Everything done today
is contemporary. But not everything is necessarily good. At all times there have been
good artists, bad artists, indifferent artists,
and charlatans. Only the good wfll remain,
just as it did in the past. We can't do away
M'ith the past; what we do today will only
add to it.
A different M«)rld v.'ill create different pictures. When we fly in an aeroplane, we see
cities and landscapes in a different way from
prcA'ious generations. It is not surprising,
therefore, that science and the machine age
are reflected in our art. In this respect we
could call it contemporary.
Yet art is also timeless. It is like life
itself—a river without end, always being fed
from its original source. The abstract painting of today is a new language, but the important thing is not to forget the mother
tongue. To replace one for the other does
not make us richer. Many artists say: "Everything has been said in the old manner, so it
SALI H E R M A N is a well-known Sydney
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artist.

should not be said again." Let me ask:
"Didn't \ve eat bread yesterday and the da>'
before ? Does that mean we won't eat and
enjoy it any more ?" Just let us make sure it
won't be stale.
If a young man told a lovely girl: "I love
you," would she reply: "Don't give me that
story—my grandfather told that to my grandmother"? Nonsense ! In fact she would tell
him: "You can say that again; you can tell
me that every day of my life." It doesn't
matter what the language, provided it is well
spoken and can be understood.
The base of Leonardo da Vinci's Last
Supper is abstract in conception. He could
have left the painting in that state and it
would have been a good composition—a perfect balance of light and dark, warm and cool
and verticals against horizontals. It would
have been a decoration, no less stimulating to
the imagination than most of the abstract
paintings of today. Yet he didn't stop there.
He had a message to give and he wanted it
to be understood by everybody, so he painted
a representative picture.
Even today we are not all scientists or
scientifically-minded. We are not all interested in how far a painting can be disintegrated. I guess plain nothingness would be
the result. But is art no more than a mathematical problem, or is it to be as accidental
as I'achisme ? Some say this is controlled
accident, but no matter what, it is still accident and should be signed "Accident". A
work of art is more than that. It is what the
mind does, plus the hand and the heart. It
is the creation or order out of chaos. And
I feel this is what most of mankind wants
today. Art is meant to be something from
man to man.
19

Our younger sincere artists might think
about this: It is more important to do something just because it is the thing to do, or
to do just what comes from within—to remain oneself ? By all means let us learn from
everv source, but don't forget to think for
ourselves! Our danger today is mass thinking—opposed to individuality. True, not
everybody has got something to say. Most
people can write and many do so beautifully,
yet how many are writers ? Painting is only
a different medium.
One more point. Let us learn to be
humble! Like the stars, some are bright,
others dull; some are great and some are
small, but each has its own place and each
helps to make the beauty of the universe.
There is a lesson in this for us all.
I like to quote some words by Goethe:
The soul of man resembles water—it
comes from heaven, to heaven it riscfi
and it must come to earth again.
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in Midland where the
trains go by
I

N MIDLAND still the trains go by.
The black smoke thunders on the sky.
Still in the grass the lovers lie.
And cheek on cheek and sigh on sigh
They dream and weep as you and I,
In Midland where the trains go by.

by Dorothy Hewett

Across the bridge, across the town.
The workers hurry up and down.
The pub still stands, the publican
Is still a gross, corrupted man.
And bottles clinking in the park
Make symphonies of summer dark.

In Midland, in the railway yards,
They shuffle time like packs of cards
And kings and queens and jacks go down.
But we come up in Midland town.
O factory girls in cotton slips
And men with grease across your lips.
Let kings and queens and jacks go down
But we'll still kiss in Midland town.

Across the bridge the stars go down,
Our two ghosts meet across the town.
Who dared so much must surely creep
Between young lovers lips, asleep.
Who dared so much much surely live
In train-smoke off the Midland bridge.

An oath, a whisper and a laugh.
Will make our better epitaph.
We'll share a noggin in the park
And whistle songs against the dark.
There is no death that we can die
In Midland, where the trains go by.

WESTERLY
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down to business
by A. E. Sturges

HE dean awoke. Crystal thoughts clouded, dissolved to dreams. His throat craved
tea. The rasp of Saunders's voice touched
nerves as sensitive as snails' horns. Covertly
he glanced about. Slumped in their seats his
colleagues sat, smoking, yawning, muttering
among themselves. Only Moore and Gordon
paid attention to the speaker.

T

bellished his theme; Saunders wrapped layer
after layer of confusion about the core of
his exposition.
". . . . and so, if we could be granted just
one clear morning per week in the lab it
would be of much more value to us than the
present two-hour periods. As far as I can
see it would not interfere
"

His leaden eyelids dropped. Brows arched,
he forced them up, focussing on the new
man, Moore. He smiled secretly at leatherpatched coat elbows (new), huge pipe, thin
sprout of young moustache. Camouflage of
youth.
Flashes of early days flickered
through his mind.
First appointment;
-struggle for promotion; the fight to make
ends meet

The dean raised a hand to dam the flow
and looked round the table: "Comments?"

He started. Saunders had asked a question. He turned, casual-seeming, too shrewd
for self-betrayal.
". . . . no doubt that it could be arranged
without adverse effect on any other department."
What the devil ? Steam, no doubt. Steam
on the brain. The question? Wait; patience.
He'd circle like a hare, return, repeat. A
speech by Saunders was like a pianist's variations. But one difference—the pianist emA. E . STURGES is a Tasmanian writer.
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Gordon sprang up. The dean repressed
a smile: "Ah, Mr. Gordon."
Gordon flushed, knowing the dean's
thoughts: that it was like his cheek to jump
the gun, the professors still in their blocks.
B
them. He had no Ph.D., but for practical nous would leave this lot for dead. Defiant, he stared at the dean:
"I disagree with Saunders. Hydraulics
would be affected. We too need to run sustained tests, but make do with two-hour
periods. Why should steam have preference?
Isn't hydraulics
"
The dean waved him down: "Comments?"
Rhetorical question. Only Saunders and
Gordon wanted longer periods; ipso facto, no
others were interested. The dean knew
Saunders's real motive—so students could
test the steam car he'd designed and hoped
23

to patent. The dean cursed the day he'd
agreed to it as a project. Gordon had been
jealous ever since.

rival. Are not we, as engineers, applied
scientists?"
"Arts got extra, too." A new voice.

Thank god their squabbles would not concern him much longer. Fourteen months to
retirement. A sudden pang caught him. No
job, no salary, inadequate superannuation.
Horror of pinch and scrape. Try for an extension. Thurstan had been granted one.
Hung grimly on till seventy. He himself
had subscribed to the general condemnation
—blocking bright youngsters, famine of fresh
ideas, new blood needed. Now he saw
Thurstan's side.

The dean swung round. As expected, it
was Davis. Not university trained. Technical college product. Diploma, not degree.
Technical knowledge and practical experience, but lacked liberality of outlook, the
hallmark of the varsity man.

He must show he was still worth his salt.
He rapped the table sharply. Surprised they
stared, raised wondering heads. What's bitten the old bastard ?
"Next business !"
Professor Ferris struggled to his feet.
Curved back and scraggy neck, an ancient
tortoise mimicking a man: "Extra staff."
The dean's new vigour bled like sap from
a ring-barked tree. Each meeting, sure as
death, Ferris rose from his coma like a resurrected corpse to cry the same old question:
extra staff. And the others, see them now—
heads lifted, eyes agleam, hogs lifting greed^'
snouts at the scent of milk and mash. Hungry,
discontented, concerned only to inflate their
own departments, and hence their own importance.
True, they were short-staffed. And rumour
gave them a change of getting two (one earmarked for his own department): "Professor,
it's a question for council."

"And why?" said Davis. "What would
they need them for?"
Cheeky. Needed putting in his place. On
what did he base his assumption that arts
was unimportant? Ignorance, and narrowness of mind.
"I suggest, Mr. Davis, )'Ou cultivate tolerance. Engineers are not the only useful
members of society," the dean said.
"Pretty near." Appreciative laughs.
Bigots. The be-all and end-all—in their
own estimation.
Davis, encouraged, ran on: "Take the education faculty: teaching the teachers. Look
at the art teachers. See their daubs on Open
Day? No sense, no meaning.
"And chemistry. Every man jack of 'em,
bar the lab boy, doctor of philosophy. For
what? For picking some tinpot thing to write
a thesis on. Slinging in a few jaw-breakers
of technical jargon to frighten any fool who
tries to read them. And next thing you know
they're Ph.D., looking down their noses and
at the same time holding out their hands for
extra dough."

"Science got extra. If they can, so should
we. Engineers are more important."

There was a chorus of approval. Davis
tried to hide a smirk of satisfaction. The
dean smiled grimly:

The dean's mouth set. He was a graduate
of both faculties and deplored this pett\'
bickering between them. What use a university- education if it failed to eradicate intolerance?

"I suggest that you exaggerate. Having
studied both engineering and science, I am
perhaps better able to appreciate than yourself the usefulness of chemistry." Davis
flushed; the dean felt a stab of triumph.

"Professor, science is our partner, not our
24

"But what about arts?

What have they
WESTERLY

given us? What use are they? Their degree's chicken feed compared with the engineering, or even
" he smiled to add to the
insult — "with science. But they got extra
staff."
The dean was silent. There was something in what Davis said. Why should arts
get preference? What, when you got down
to brass tasks, did they do?
He looked at their hostile faces. Yes, he
must press for extra staff. That, of course,
would be only the beginning of the trouble.
"Assuming we get extra staff, who of us is
in most need
"
Saunders was first on his feet: "If we are
granted a morning in the lab we'll urgently
need more staff so that we can push on with
"The steam car !"
Laughs. Saunders looked obliquely at the
dean. The dean looked blankly back.
Professor Ferris, with superhuman effort,
stood again, shakily, and peered out from
under his shell: "As my department, at the
request of the Minister for Works
"
Nobody listened. It had all been said and
heard before.
The dean, moistening dry lips, turned
wearily as Wilson, Electronics, took the flag
from Ferris:
"You'll recall, sir, that a recent faculty
meeting agreed that, in view of the rapidy
expanding use being made in industry of
automation, our syllabus should be extended
to include practical industrial electronics, so
as to keep students au fait with the latest
trends and techniques. We therefore need_
"More manpower for automation? "Come
off it. Will!"
The dean waved for quiet: "Gentlemen.
Would those in need of extra staff submit
their claims in writing."
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He looked at his watch: "Any other business?"
They relaxed, the struggle over. Matches
scraped and flared. The dean saw Moore
look round, finger his tie. He .groaned; he
knew the signs.
"Mr. chairman."
Yawns, coughs.
possession.

Moore struggled for self-

"I'd like to suggest the introduction of
student record cards."
"Got 'em."
Moore, sorry he had started, spoke swiftly,
keen to finish: "These would be supplementary to existing cards. The entries on the
present ones would be collated on master
cards so that a student's overall progress
could be seen at a glance."
Thankfully he sat. There was no response.
The dean felt sorry for him. His first suggestion was an unfortunate choice; meant work.
No-one wanted work. Just kudos and money.
Greed, greed. He was sick of it. If only he
could devote himself to a real job of engineering—design a bridge, build a road—without this eternal drag of staff and students.
Then f\e dean looked at his agenda—and
his shoulders straightened. He lifted his
head:
"Gentlemen !" His voice, new-edged, cut
through the stagnant air. His colleagues
stirred, looking up at him askance.
"Next item: proposed increase in salaries;
submission of scale to council."
Like fowls who see turned earth alive with
juicy worms, they sprang to life, heads
cocked, eyes hard and shining.
The dean shed years. Sharp, commanding, lean head and long beaked nose—a bird
of prey.
"Gentlemen!" Pencil poised above pad.
"Let's get down to business !"
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another look a t :

the philosopher's armchair
by David Muschamp

T

HE philosopher is generally regarded as a
rather foolish fellow whose life and work
is abstracted from and superfluous to
everyday affairs. He is seen as a chap who
thinks he can solve the riddle of the universe,
who attempts to understand and describe the
ultimate nature of reality and who imagines
that he can do this from the comfortable isolation of his academic armchair.
Since people are pretty tolerant he is
allowed his hopeless solitude while others get
down to the real facts of life. We discuss
the \A'orld as seen by Hoyle and Freud, Eliot
and Einstein, Marx and Darwin. It was Ezra
Poimd, I think, who said: "After Leibniz's
time, a philosopher was just a guy who was
too damn laz\' to \\'ork in a laboratory."
I want here to examine the accuracy of
this conception, for it may be that philosophic
changes have taken place and that the educated layman is not altogether a\\'are of them.
Fe\\^ if any 20th Century philosophers would
agree with the tacit claims of their 19th Century colleagues to be profound scientists of
the super-sensible Absolute Reality.
The modern philosopher has assigned himself the more mundane task of examining the
validity of fairly specific questions, though he
may assert—very i-ightly I suggest—that his
field is as vast as the field of human endeavour itself. In this sense only is modern philosoph}' "ultimate".
PartK- because of a growing dissatisfaction
with the enormous metaphysical systems of
U 4 ^ ' I D MUSCH.•V^iP is a tutor in tJic philosophy d e p a r t m e n t
ot the University of Western .Australia.
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the past and partly because of the advances
made by the empirical sciences, the philosopher sees an important part of his work to
be the analysis of language—the study of uses
of language, the attempt to clarify meaning,
to look for hidden arguments and their motives—and the quest for "verifying" all sorts of
propositions. Indeed the word 'metaphysician' has sometimes the connotations of a
vulgar swear word.
It is difficult to say when the change first
took place. The scene is still changing yet in
a sense it is not really a change at all. Socrates
spent an enormous amount of time asking
people—usually to their great annoyance—
what they meant when they used words and
concepts like 'good', 'just' and 'wise'. Berkley, Hume and Hobbes were all linguists, as
was Locke, who foresaw the possibility of
"a new sort of logic and critic . . . . if ideas
and words were distinctly weighed and duly
considered."
"All philosophy is 'critique of language'.
Russell's merit is to have shown us that the
apparent logical form of the proposition need
not be its real form." (Wittgenstein).
This may seem a simple and obvious realisation, but its neglect had been constantly
misleading philosophers and others who used
apparently ordinary language as their meditmn
of expression. To say 'Tom Brown' is a
proper noun but that Tom Brown is not a
proper noun but the central character in a
book of the same name, may seem trivial.
But failure to recognise the intrinsic linguistic
slipperiness of other concepts, particular)'
those connected with ethics ('good*, 'duty'.
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'right', 'free', etc.) politics ('State*, 'sovereignty*'
'contract', 'law' etc.) and religion ('mind', 'soul',
'design', 'necessary and contingent being', etc.)
has often meant muddled conclusions.
It was not long ago that all ethical, aesthetic and religious talk was dismissed out
of hand as "metaphysical nonsense". Scientific methods alone, it was argued, could point
the ^^'ay to truth. The meaning of a statement was the method of its verification and
so, if we couldn't prove a proposition by experiment and observation we would have to
regard it as meaningless and nonsensical.
Only 20 years ago Professor Gilbert Ryle
reluctantly announced his opinion that "philosophy must involve the exercise of systematic re-statement". It is: "the detection of
sources in linguistic idioms of recurrent misconstructions and absurd theories." One of
his reasons for this view—there are too manv
for me here to be anywhere near exhaustive
—is the "systematically misleading" nature of
statements apparently about universals, or
quasi-Platonic statements.
"Unpunctuality
deserves reproof" looks like "Jones deserves
reproof". But it is obviously silly to speak
of a universal meriting reproof. You can no
more praise or blame a universal than you
can make a hole in the equator.
For Wittgenstein also, the purpose of philosophy is rather the same: ". . . . the philosopher's treatment of a question is like the treatment of an illness." Hence the philosopher is
seen as a sort of Florence Nightingale whose
job is to sterilise wounds so they will heal
themselves naturally.
This process of clarifying meaning is often
a long and laborious one. Its supplement—
the determination of the truth or falsity of
the statement—^may be similarly protracted.
The days of the Verification Principle simpliciter (that a proposition is only valid if
it is true by definition or as a result of emprical evidence) are generally thought to be
over. Bertrand Russell wants us to "replace
inferred entities" (the notoriously 'slippery
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objects' of the old metaphysician) by observable facts "wherever possible".
Sometimes it is not possible, but that this
is so seems by itself no suflBcient reason why
these entities must be philosophically discarded. Many philosophers would want to
assert something like the (very misleading): "every statement has its own means of
verification."
If modern philosophers have sold ''their
truthright for a mess of verbiage", with what
sort of questions do they now concern themselves ?
I have suggested that a proper (some
philosophers say the only proper) activity of
philosophy is something like clarifying and
verifying (whatever this may mean) any
assertions which are made—the investigation
of "language strata" (Waismann). This involves asking how we can validly go from
one set of statements to another—^from statements about individuals to statements about
classes, from talk about supernatural experiences to talk about the existance of God, from
talk about citizens to talk about States, from
empirical statements (that the dialectical process is such-and such) to moral statements
(that therefore we ought to revolt against
and not reform society). Is talk about "mind"
just talk about man's behaviour ? Are neurological processes identical with mind process ? Is the fact that a house has a natural
designer evidence that the universe has a
supernatural one?
The philosopher now sees himself as a
sort of interpreter of important and potentially misleading statements, as a map reader
of all sorts of remarks. If he seems an intolerable bore, it is because his method is
and must be a tortuous one. There were few
who found Socrates either amusing or entertaining. But we must not confuse wit with
intellectual value. Provided he knows something of what is happening in the scientist's
laboratory, the philosopher can usefully stay
in his academic armchair.
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short-Story confesf
BOUT 60 entries were received for the Westerly
£100 Short-Story Compelition and judging is now
taking place. The next issue of ^^'esterly will be
devoted to a survey of the short-stor>' in Australia
and the results of the competition, together with the
best stories submitted, will be published in that
issue.
The response to the short-stor)- competition has
been so encouraging that W'esterly hopes to run
another, probably with even bigger prizes, for some
other literary discipline—possibly drama—in 1960.

A

o t e s
new university theatre

Obviously, big prizes are the easiest wa\' to
attract entries in literary competitions, but whether
big prizes are any real stimulus to better writing
must be a matter for consideration at least.

A

T LAST the University of Western Australia will
have its own theatre. For years dramatic societies, musical societies and other university organisations either have had to go outside the University
for their public performances or have been forced
to use the huge spaces of Winthrop Hall. The hall
has been suitable for orchestral concerts and some
other musical performances, but because of its size
and lack of a proper stage, it has created hardships for play presentation.

Rigby's literary contest

The theatre has some unsatisfactory aspects. It
is in a little-known part of the university grounds
and will be a converted electrical engineering laboratory. It must be regarded as only a temporary
answer to the need for a permanent, well-equipped
university theatre and its creation may well delay
the ultimate advent of a permanent theatre. Plans
for a new student amenities block include the eventual addition of a theatre.

rpHE publishing firm of Rigby Ltd., 22-26 James
Place, .Adelaide, has announced a literary competition with prizes worth £1,000. The competition
is divided into three sections. The major section, for
a work of fiction, carries a first prize of £.500 and
if the work is published will also include an advance
of £500 on royalties. The second section, for a
work of biography, history, travel, or criticism, has
a first prize of £2.50 and an advance of £2.50 on
royalties if the work is published. The closing date
for entries in these two sections is March 26, 1960.
The third section, for a children's book, carries a
first priza of £100. Entries for this section have
closed.

There are aspects of the plans for the new
theatre, however, which will make it very suitable
not only for public performances, but for activities
in the languages and music departments.

centenary contest

The
will be
will be
about 8

T

auditorium will hold about 230 people and
23 feet wide and 62 feet long. The stage
the same width and 28 feet deep, with
feet of wing space on one side.

The control of the theatre probably will be in
the hands of a director wida a control committee
with representatives from interested academic and
student organisations. The cost of conversion is
estimated at £1,450, which probably will be borne
mostly b\' the Guild of Undergraduates, with contributions from the graduate and university dramatic
societies.
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HE Northern Territory centenary of exploration
occurs in 1960 and to mark the occasion a literary competition with prizes worth £500 has been
announced. Details are available from the offices
of the Minister for Territories, Darwin. As far as
possible, entries should have some relevance to the
Northern Territory. The competition sections, with
the values of the first prizes in parenthesis, are:
Short-story (£100), article (£30), poem (£20), oneact play (£100), radio script (£40) and television
script (£40).
WESTERLY

C.L.f. fellowship

F

B. (BERT) VICKERS, a West Austrahan mem, ber of the Fellowship of Austrahan Writers and
at present a vice-president, has been awarded one
of the three Commonwealth Literary Fund fellowships for 1960. Mr. Vickers is the autlror of "The
Mirage", "First Place To The Stranger" and
"Though Poppies Grow".

petition will be for the best novel, play, book-length
collection of short stories or book-length collection
of poems written in the last two years and not previously published. Entrants must be resident in Australia or New Zealand. Inquiries should go to: The
Secretary, Festival of the Arts Committee, 259 Collins
Street, Melbourne.

Lawson memorial

T

film rights sold

G

M. GLASKIN, the author of "A World Of Their
, Own" and "A Change Of Mind", will have another novel, "A Lion In The Sun", published by
Barrie and Rockliff in London next April or May.
"A Change Of Mind" will b e published in the
United States. The film rights have been sold to
a British group.

A.B.C. play offer

T

HE Australian Broadcasting Commission drama
and features department is offering to broadcast the three best half-hour radio plays submitted
by West Australian writers before February 28,
1960. The plays will be broadcast only in W.A.,
but the full national broadcasting fee of £25 will
be paid.

Asian tour as a prize

A

N eight-week tour of Japan, China, India and
Indonesia will be awarded to the winners of each
of three sections of a competition promoted by the
Festival of the Arts. The festival was held in
iVIelbourne from November 7 to 14 and the competitions
close
on
February
29,
1960.
The
festival is associated with die Australian and New
Zealand Congress for International Co-operation and
Disarmament. Competition sections are: (1) best
painting or piece of sculpture (2) best musical composition (3) best literary work. The literary com-

P U B L I C A T I O N S

R E C E I V E D :

HE Henry Lawson Memorial and Literary Society,
Melbourne, has launched a public appeal for funds
for a Lawson Memorial to be erected in the Footscray Hill Park. Donations can be sent to Mr. J.
White, 33 Smart Street, Hawthorn, \'ictoria. The
society originated on the first anniversary of Lawson's death at a memorial gathering in the park. A
Melbourne
sculptor,
Stanley
Hammond,
was
commissioned to make a I/2 times life size bust to go
on a granite pedestal with a bronze plaque. The
whole stood 8ft, high. The society held the unveiling ceremony on Febiuary 7, 1960.

Adelaide arts festival

M

ANY prominent writers from all over Australia
are expected to attend the Adelaide Arts Festival
from
March
13 to 25.
The festival
wih
have a greater emphasis on literature than usual and
there v.'ill be a book exhibition, public readings, talks,
forums, plays, a writers' conference and meetings of
the Humanities Council, the commonwealth council
of the Fellowship of Australian Writers and the advisory board of the Commonwealth Literary Fund.

Westerly contributions

O

RIGINAL stories, poems and articles on any theme
are welcomed' by the editor, especially those
from young writers. Manuscripts cannot be returned
unless a stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed.
Brief biographical information with each contribution
would be appreciated.

acknov^/ledgement does not preclude subsequent review.

The E a r t h b o u n d And Other Poems, by Charles Higharo. Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1 0 / 6 ; T h e Music Of
Division, poems by Chris W a l l a c e - C r a b b e , Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 9 / 6 ; Poems of Discovery, by William
Hart-Smith. Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1 6 / - ; Radical, 1 9 5 9 , vol. 2 , no. 3. Annual journal of the University
of Western Austraha b r a n c h of the Australian L a b o r Party, 2 / - ; Quanta no, 6, Science Union, University of
Western Australia, 1 / - ; Students In India. National Union
of Australian
University
Students,
Melbourne.
Prospect, vol. 2., nos. 3 and 4, 1959, a quarterly review.
Universities Catholic Publishing Co-operative, Melbourne, 2 / - each; Meanjin, no. 7 7 , vol. 18 and no. 7 8 , vol. 18 (nos. 2 and 3 , 1959).
University of Melbourne,
1 0 / - each; H e r m e s , 1 9 5 9 .
University of Sydney Students' Representative Council, 2 / - ; Overland, no. 15.
Edited and published by S. Murray-Smith, Melbourne, 2 / 6 .
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emotional poverty
as a theme
THE UNPLOUGHED LAND
(Peter Cowan)

I

T COMES as a surprise to
reahze how little Peter Cowan
has written.
The
Unploughed
Land is the second collection of
his stories, the first being Drift,
which appeared in 1944. Of the
13 stories in this new collection,
seven are reprinted from that
earher book of 15 stories. Clearly,
Cowan is not a prolific writer,
nor is he interested in the shortstory as a commercial proposition.
All the stories he has pubhshed
have been motivated by a deeply
serious intention; there is nothing
occasional or trifling or lighthearted about his work. Cowan
has resisted the compromise with
journalism which has been forced
upon so many Australian writers,
to the detriment or destruction of
their imaginative development.

spectacular qualities are easily
overlooked. Beside the work of
such accomphshed story-tellers as
Brian James or E. O. Schlunke or,
indeed, many of the writers whose
stories fill Coast To Coast every
two years, they appear to be colourless,
heavily
documented
sketches, with little narrative interest and little variety of character or. setting.
Cowan is not a story-teller—or
rather he is not trying to be a
story-teller. His stories lie outside the dominant tradition of
Australian prose fiction—that of
the yarn. He neglects the narrative possibilities of his material,
and shows little interest in the details of behaviour which e.xpress
personality. His stories are deficient in characterization, in the
usual sense, because he is groping to define almost intangible
feehngs beneath the surface of
human lives, feelings which are
not articidated in speech and action.
Of the stories from the earlier

review

SECTION

He is a dedicated craftsman
with an artistic conscience, who
has confined himself to the shortstory form, writing only when
his imagination has been compelled by a theme and publishing only when the work has satisfied the standard he has set for
himself.
His artistry sets him above the
ruck of Australian short-stor>
writers and gives a particular importance to his work, small though
it is.
On first reading, however.
Cowan's stories do not seem to
achieve very much and their un30

volume, all except one (a wartime
story) deal with life in the poor
farming communities of the depression years, but it is the emotional poverty which is the theme
of Cowan's work. He writes of
unhappy, frustrated people, whose
emotional lives are misshapen.
The first story in the collection
—Isolation—is the fullest statement of the theme of these early
stories. It is a study of human
isolation: the central character
denies his own humanity, his
human needs and desires, in his
devotion to the land. Cowan describes this with understanding.

but without attempting to manipulate the reader's sympathies. The
writing here is sometimes turgid,
and the actual narration is uneven, but the images of loneliness
which the story contains are not
easily forgotten.
The other stories of this period
are more restricted in their scope.
Living describes a man's grief on
returning to his farm after the
death of his wife; School is a very
short sketch of a lonely boy, remembering hfe on Iris father's
farm as he sits in a suburban
school looking at the meaningless
symbols of learning in front of
him; Temporary Job, The Fence,
and Holiday are stories of emotional outcasts—^men and women
whose lives are unfulfilled in the
normal human relationships.
In Temporary Job the hired
labourer witnesses tlie unhappiness of the farmer's wife, but refuses to become involved in her
life; in The Fence a fencing contractor discovers the abnormal relationship of a farmer and his
sister; and in Holiday, a city boy
left alone on a farm for a week
with a hired labourer shoots his
companion when he shows homosexual feehngs.
These
three
stories with their grim insights
into suffering are told witli restraint and a deUberate flatness;
and the significance is only lightly
implied through the detailed "reporting" of the situation.
The six new stories are all interesting examples of Cowan's
scrupulously fine style, but tlie
first two—Shadow and The Hill—
are relatively unsuccessful! because the theme has been inadequately dramatized. In particular, The Hill is confusing because
the characters are not clearly distinguished.
The remaining four
stories
show a maturing in sensibility
and technique. The tautness, the
subterranean feeling of horror, the
desolation have been replaced by
an inner calm and a fullness of
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imaginative comprehension.
Except for Isolation, the stories in
Drift are sketches with a limited
vision. In his later work. Cowan
creates a deeper and more complete sense of reality.
The material of The Red-backed
Spiders and The Unploughed Land
is similar to that of the earlier
stories. Once again the setting is
the poor farm and the central
figure is the hired man.
In The Red-backed Spiders he
becomes the compassionate observer who sees how a young
boy's life is soured by the anger
and roughness of his father, until
in bitter bewilderment he kiUs
his father by putting the poisonous spiders in his bed.
Cowan establishes the reality of
his first-person narrator and manages the oblique revelation of the
boy's murderous intentions with
great subtlety. He goes beyond
the incident to suggest the tragedy
of the man's life which has become brutalized through years of
poverty and failure. This is a very
moving story, without any hint of
the melodramatic.
In the title story, which occupies a quarter of the book, the
emotional growth of the hired
man is the main theme. He is
now portrayed as a man who accepts his human condition and
sees his own life and the life of
his unborn child within the inevitable pattern of the generations.
This beautiful story, rich in
natural description and atmospheric effect, is slow, but not, I
think, tedious in rendering the
flow of life. It begins with a
haunting scene of a man alone
in the thick fog, and ends with a
description of the man's thoughts
as life-giving rain falls on the
ploughed earth with which he has
identified his life.
The final paragraph contains a
vividly evocative image:
He looked ahead, seeing
the ground turned and fresh
under the light rain, and the
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narrowing square of the unbroken greyish-covered
soil
in the middle.
And
he
thought suddenly, it is like
that.
It is like starting at
the outside, so much ahead,
and U takes a long time, each
round. And yet slowly you
work in to the middle, and
it gets quicker and quicker,
it is like the way we spend
our days. He looked at the
earth grooving evenly under
the plough, dampened
and
coloured by the rain, and the
lessening square of the unploughed land.
This is the only story in the collection which ends in happiness
and fulfilment.
The recurring
mood is one of sadness, frustration
and defeat.
In Escape, Cowan has created a
situation which sums up a feeling
in much of his work—a desire to
escape from the tangle of emotions
and relationships to a free-uncomplicated existence and the knowledge that the possibility of escape
is an illusion. He describes how a
man, unhappily married to a
woman who will not divorce him,
on impulse steals a car and drives
out of Perth with the woman he
loves, teUing her that they will
drive to the Eastern States and so
be free of their past.
After the first day, they camp
by a ruined house. Here they
spend several days, idylically
happy, only to return at last to
Perth to resume their incomplete
and broken lives.
There is a similar theme in The
Valley, which contains Cowan's
most delicate and reveafing character analysis. He describes the
relationship between two lonely
and unfulfilled people— a widower with a young son and the
woman who housekeeps for them.
The man is painfully introspective
and withdrawn. The woman, with
a disfiguring squint in one eye, is
afraid of commitment. The man
spends his free hours in a valley

which he has turned into a garden. To the woman, one place
is as good as another and the
valley means nothing. They need
each other, but it is too late; they
are the prisoners of their past
years, unable to escape what the
past has made of them.
Peter Cowan's work is the opposite of the slickly assured and
commonplace. Escape and The
Valley recall Chekhov in their
basic view of life and in their
technique of subtle implication.
Even when Cowan's stories do not
fulfil his intentions, they are distinguished by individuality and
honesty of perception. His style
is precise yet tentative, patterned
and strongly rhythmical, yet deliberately inelegant, even fumbling, as he strives to express his
vision of existence.
His best stories portray human
feelings with remarkable fidelity
and sensitivity. There are few
fhort-story writers in Australia for
whom one would want to make
this claim.
John Barnes
Angus and Robertson,
Sydney.
16/-.

individual versus
the State
DR. ZHIVAGO

(Boris

Pasternak)

W

HEN Boris Pasternak gave this
book to the Russian public,
Novy Mir, the official literary organ, attacked the story as being
imreahstic and .showing tendencies
of internal emigration from the
truths and demands of Russian Uterature. The magazine argued
that the novel was unsatisfactory
because it showed a man, grounded in bourgeois ideas of individuality, attacking destructively, even
if desultorily, the idea of sacrifice
for the State, even to the point
of christian distortion. For the
same reason—that it was the story
of an individual arguing against
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the strictures of the State—Western critics praised the award of
the Xobel Prize to Pasternak and
miide a political issue about a remarkable but not great book.
In a recent talk on the B.B.C.,
A. Macint>re, lecturer in philosophy at Leeds University, showed
the anomalies of both views. The
West had made the mistake of
thinking that , Dr. Zhivago was
meant to represent a typical Russian intellectual, Macintyre said,
mainly because the ^Vest's own
intelligentsia tended to avoid political involvement, as Zhivago did,
and maintained diffuse philosophies against a background of
confused traditions.
Macintyre said that Zhivago was
by no means anti-Marxist, for even
Mar.v, that august atheist, could
not help but marvel at the social
spirit engendered by Christianity
and undoubted!) one of tlie book's
highlights was where Zhivago saw
Christ in the faces of the workers,
tlie !-evolutionaries.
Zhivago was a critic of the
system \\'hich promised cleansing
fire with the revolution, but in the
40 years th it followed allowed the
ccals to burn out al! enthu.siasm,
Macintj're said. He was not an
anti-Communist, but a disillusioned optimist bound to destruction
through his own individual maladjustment to the changing system.
In conclusion, Macintyre claimed
that the book should be read less
in the West—as it gave a generally distorted, even though individual!) true, picture of Russia—and
more in Russia, as it was a small
but just attack on the currents of
Russian pohcy.
Politics aside, the book deserves to be read, for Pasternak
has attempted to resurrect the
classical panoramic style of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, where people
and ideas are inextricably mixed
and the living of the humblest life
is an adventure. It .«eems over the
sterile years since 1935 that the
constants of humanity are no long32

er the ricli touchstones of writing
and pessimism is more than just a
vantage
point. But
Pasternak
shows us that the novel is not dying; it can still speak freshly.
The book is above all a poet's
book. Written in hghtning sketches, sometimes as many as 30 to a
chapter, the book reveals humanity as living in a great wonderland—Eartii.
The book is pervaded throughout with the image
of snow in all its forms from flake
to rime. The highlight is a train
journey in the troubled days of
the 1920's, for as it progresses the
train encompasses the Russian experience from the sophistication of
Moscow to the savagery of the
pine forests or the depression of
Ural mines. Perhaps one day an
Australian writei' will encompass
our e.ssence through tlie image of
sand.
Though the book is a living
prose poem, the purported poems
of Zhivago are very badly translated. Yet even so, in poems like
Morning Star, the greatness of the
writer can be seen. There is a
story that Pasternak, once addressing a writer's congress, forgot the
lines of one of his poems. The
audience to a man took over the
recitation, while tears streamed
down Pasternak's face in happiness.
P. W. JefFery

the rise and fall
of a politician
THE BIG FELLOW (Vance Palmer)

IITITH this novel, Vance Palmer
Ti completes the trilogy, begun
in Golconda and! continued in
Seedtime, in which the history of
Macy Donovan is traced from his
days as a union organiser in the
mining town of Golconda to the
time when he is Premier of
Queensland.
This book deals with Donovan's
rise and fall as Premier, allowing

some 20 years since his organiser
days for him to achieve this.
One of the difficulties in the
assessment of a trilogy is that
each book must stand on its own
as well as contribute to the larger
work. From a literary point of
view, the ability of each book to
exist as an entity might be immaterial in the light of its importance to the trilogy, but to the
intending reader or purchaser it
is relevant indeed.
The Big Fellow takes its plice
in Pahner's trilogy as a matter of
course, yet the interval that
elapses between the end of Seedtime and the start of this book is
so great that it must stand
out independent of the other two.
They may clarify certain things
in the book, but they do not hold
the key to it.
Briefly, The Big Fellow tells
the story of Macy Donovan, Premier—a man not only of political
power but with a potential for
something greater. When pressure is applied to him through the
resurrection of an old mine share
scandal, Donovan
reveals his
strength and succeeds in breaking
through not only his political opposition but through the restraining influences of family relationships.
He emerges into a freer world
whose central figure is an unconventional sculptress called Neda,
a friend from his early days in
Golconda, but he is unable to
cast off restraint permanently nor
attain his full spiritual stature.
He is prevented both by Neda's
refusal to commit lierself to a
permanent union and by the violence inflicted on him by Neda's
son.
Once more he becomes caught
in the confining coils of his
family, entangled in their smugness and shallowness. Nevertheless, though the full emergence of
the spiritual side of his nature is
no longer possible, Donovan is at
least aware of the thorns ahead
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and can appreciate that his vigour
and vitality in the face of conflict
are still left to him.
However, the story in itself is
not important; the essential feature
is the development of the character of Donovan. At the start of
the book, Donovan is the top
political man in the State and
has earned the right to the title
of "the big fellow" which apparently goes with the position. But
Donovan himself is not big—not
in the way that Winston Churchill is big, for example. Palmer
only stressed the capacity within
the man and placed him in a position where he could achieve some
magnitude and his growth could
proceed without restriction.
Yet Donovan, in a bid for
power, keeps making the sort of
choice that limits his greatness as
a person and denies his creativity.
In Seedtime, for instance, he decided against marriage with the
strong and clear-minded Judy and
chose instead her sister Kitty with
her small interests and irritating
way of life. In his eventual dissatisfaction he seeks out once
more the elusive and impractical
Neda.
In some ways, Neda would be
an irritating character if she existed in the book just as a person;
but she is more than this. She is
a symbol of the side of Donovan's
character that disregards convention, human respect, and suffocating personal relationships. Donovan desires Neda not so much
physically as spirituaUy although
he is cut off from her by his
political life and his environment.
Significantly, it is only when
Donovan has become separated
from
every
member
of
his
famfly that he becomes Neda's
lover and at the same time begins
to reveal a less earthy side to his
nature. The integrity he shows
in his determination to institute
a royal commission into the handling of the Mount Clutha mine,
despite the danger to his own reWESTERLY

putation and career, is only the
foundation for the moral strength
and beginnings of greatness he exhibits in court where he can match
himself against an opponent of
some calibre. At this stage we
feel that Donovan is aware of
more worthwhile goals than political achievements.
Still, although Donovan has
won Neda, he finds that she is
elusive and that if he has not
grown out of his early Golconda
love for her she at least is not prepared to settle down with him.
His opportunity has gone, for
she has all the impermanence of
creative inspiration and Donovan
in his new youthfulness cannot
understand why she cannot be his
wholly.
He expects her disappointment
in people to be complemented by
his own, but finds that Neda has
derived a fulfilment from her
sculpting that he has missed in
politics ari J his desire for power.
With Neda gone, he becomes
smaller, softer, middle-aged, and
though his drive for power remains, he is less a man.
Palmer's prose in this book demonstrates, if nothing else, his
high ideals.- It is straight prose,
clear and precise, shorn of decoration; and its discipline is the discipline of Vance Palmer. Nowhere
does he wallow riotously among
adjectives or indulge himself in
an extravagant piling up of sensuous images. He writes with a
particular purpose clear in his
own mind and he follows that
purpose just as clearly in his
prose. It is not rich writing; instead it has something of the
strong gauntness of the cormtry
he describes in Golconda.
The Big Fellow is by no means
a spectacular book. Probably its
popular appeal will be httle more
than sUght, although that does
not detract from its worth as literature.
It has limitations admittedly. For instance, Palmer is
inclined at times to assign traits

to his characters on the strength
of a mere mention, when the demands of conviction required that
they be presented through action.
On occasions, the lack of colour
in the writing tends to prevent
the characters from emerging as
solid people with blood in their
veins; sometimes the completeness of a chapter causes a break
in the even flow of the whole
book.
Nevertheless, it has a quality of
wholeness and stability. For what
Palmer set out to do, he did. The
book fulfils its purpose and one
school of aesthetics would maintain that for just that reason alone,
the book is artistically successful.
Angus

and

Peter Abotomey
Robertson,
Sydney.

the savagery of
manunkind
THE WIND AT YOUR DOOR
(Robert D. Fitzgerald)

T

HIS poem, which appeared first
in the Bulletin, has now been
very pleasantly printed by Walter
Stone of Talkarra Press, in a
limited edition of 275 copies.
The format shows a sense of
des.'gn that reflects the attentive
awareness such poetry needs,
without being merely a "neat
rivulet of text meandering through
a meadow of margin."
The poetry needs attention and
it also very much deserves it.
Judith Wright, introducing her
Book of Australian Verse, talks of
Fitzgerald's "occasional unrewarding rhetoric and lack of incisiveness" in the Essay On Memory.
We find touches of this in The
Wind At Your Door, but the
messiness of:
. . . your comfort is in arrears
of just thanks to a savagery
tamed in you
only as subtler fears may
serve in lieu
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of thong and noose—old savagery which has built
your world and laws out of
the lives it spilt.
(which is the worst patch in the
poem) is annoying mainly because of the contrast with Fitzgerald's usual accuracy and economical power.
The dark power of the Essay
On Memory:
the hand of Memory come
scratching
on the tomb of carrion buried
from mankind
seems, in the poem under review,
to have learnt lessons of realism
and lucidity from the often excellent, if less penetrating narrative Between Two Tides.
The threatening sense of guilt
for our common past of savagery
which we have met in the "Essay"
now finds, and is contained in, an
image which is lucid and affecting
without being narrow.
The incident presents a doctor
—the poet's ancestor—"bitter and
hard", but also "loyally active",
who attends the lashing of con-

victs (fellow men) to see that
they are not lashed to death. The
poet's concern is to explore the
meaning of this imphcation in
savagery which is also our own
implication in the cruelty of
"manunkind". The wind that on
that day blew
splashes of blood and strips
of human hide . . . .
That wind blows to your
door down all these years.
Have you not known it when
some breath you drew
tasted of blood?
And if we may extract a line
that clarifies the moral:
. . . . 7 lean
to that forgiveness I must
hope may clean
my own shortcomings.
His technique is to let glimpse
after glimpse of the central incident rise to be clothed by his
imaginative involvement in the
moral issues. This repeated movement from image to involvement
has been delicately imitated in
the shape and movement of the
stanzas, which are also used to

mark the changes in psychic distance—from objective report to
intimate self questioning; from
philosophic statement to expanding image. The various rhythms,
making sensuous the rhythm of
the attending mind, have such a
consistent integration that they
keep all the levels of the imagination moving in harmony.
The language texture seems to
me to have a particularly engaging movement of unstrained but
not uncomplex imaginative activity.
It works so close to our
normal pace of mind that we
listen openly to the words, which
suddenly send in a shaft of bitter
comprehension, forgiveness or acceptance.
On the question of
how exact his portrait of the doctor should be, the poet says:
. . . . good or ill
his blood's my own; and
scratching in his grave
could find me more than I
might wish to have.
This ease of movement, both
of sound and thought (which is
characteristic of the poem) places
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the vivid complex image casually
among our thoughts, provoking
the startled attentive stare.
This is a good poem, full of a
concerned clarity that is not shallow. But it is not great. The
weakness is a certain lack of connection between the feelings with
which the author is trying to deal
and the incident whose actuahty
almost gives those feehngs their
manageable shape. It is significant that when Fitzgerald says of
the doctor:
. . . . 7 find I lack
the hateful paint to daub
him wholly black.
we wonder why the poet wants
to do this. If we consider the
doctor as a person, abstracting
him from the poem, he does indeed stand for all the times when
we have acquiesced in the cruelty
on which our civilization is built.
And the intense sense of personal
guilt and shame and hatred that
loads the poem is entirely relevant
and warranted.
But the connection has to be
sought. The doctor and even the
whipping as they are presented in
the progress of the poem, do not
arouse in us the same intensity of
self-implication that the poet feels,
e,xpresses and tries to deal with.
And the style of writing is already so complexly thoughtful
that we are not encouraged to
fill in this gap by going beyond
what the poem presents into an
exploration of our own reactions
to the incident itself.
So the main drama, the interrelations between the poet and the
doctor's situation, is never given
that clear complete reality which
is in itself a resolution of the mental conflict. Consequently we feel
that the presentation of these emotions may be morbid and selfindulgent rather than clarifyingly
explorative.
However this is but a blemish,
a shght lack of focus in a very
good poem, and perhaps only
noticeable by contrast with his
WESTERLY

very considerable poetic penetration in every other way.
Francis King

cosmo-synthesis and
the middle class
THE LIGHTHOUSE (Nan McDonald)
THE SINGING FOREST (P. Brian
Cox)

R

ECENTLY one or two reviews
of an anthology of Austrahan
verse referred to the general level
of mediocrit)' of Australian poetry.
Perhaps, however, this is tlie
general condition of poetry anywhere at any time. Without a
fairly active poetic industry the
great poets may lack the milieu
necessary for their work.
The middle classes are the
backbone of any industry, providing scope for the innovators. The
word mediocre—now used more
often for the bad than for the
middling—perhaps too imprecise.
It may obscure that the middle
class of poetry has several functions. Not only may the middling
poets write some poems that will
deserve to live because they give
delight; they may also help to establish the contemporary idiom of
poetry.
The great poets will
transcend the middhng work by a
combination of personal innovation and a kind of heightened synthesis of the contemporary idiom.
At the present stage of Australian poetry there are a number of
poets who are making poetry out
of the rhythms of ordinary Australian speech. This is the sign
that .Australian poetry is maturing;
that it has developed beyond the
self-conscious attempts merely to
record and to report the Australian
scene.
'The danger now to be
be faced is that in the attempt to
avoid the artificial diction of unidiomatic poetry, poets may lapse
into a dull naturahsm.
Miss McDonald exemplifies these
trends.
Her queit, reflective

poems are too often loose in construction. Her technique is not
always deft enough to transform
idiom into art. The title poem
is a long dramatic work written
for radio. A lighthouse-keeper is
tempted to desert his post during
a storm by various voices from the
past. His dead mate hes in one
of the rooms and cannot be buried
until the supply boat calls. (The
Instructions to Keepers of Lights
forbade it, the authors of the regulations recognising that "men may
grow queer, cooped up together".)
Robert Frost has shown how, using
the speech of American country
folk, real poems may be made out
of slightly macabre situations.
The Lightliouse has been broadcast but it is doubtful if it is
really effective because the voices
are not quite sufficiently distinctive
and the poetry does not always
sustain the drama.
There is a temptation to use the
phrase "not quite" to describe the
smaller poems that complete the
volume. They cannot be dismissed
as merely mediocre, but nearly all
of them require tightening and too
many of them have similar forms.
Quotation of the opening fines of
several poems will show that
there is not enough variation in
rhythm or in imagery:
7 remember the wet rock
shirdng, the light on the
river.
In the spring, in the windclear morning,
or:
All day a gale from the west,
and the fires raging . . .
Daphne
was safe,
being
changed into a tree;
or:
No place where I have heard
a lyrebird sing
Is ever common in nuj nwmory.
And compare her lines:
This is my country, my heart's
root cleaves to her rock—
7 would nop soften that harsh
purity—
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with Judith Wright's:
South of my days' circle, part
of my blood's country,
rises that tableland, high delicate outline
of bony slopes wincing under
the winter,
to see how a similar statement can
be transformed into richer poetry
by the greater talent.
It would be unfair to deny Miss
McDonald's virtues: quiet, sincere
evocation of the Austrahan landscape and a genuine and sometimes successful attempt to use the
idiom of Austrahan speech. It is
a pity that there is no poem in this
volume quite as good as The Barren Ground by which she is represented in the Penguin Book of
/\ustralian Verse.
It should be remarked that the
dust-jacket of this volume has a
crisp style that Angus and Robertson would do well to adopt for
more of their publications.
o
o
o
If Mr. P. Brian Cox does not
succeed at poetry he should find

a career in pubhc relations. Mr.
Cox sent us an autographed cop)'
of a small volume of his poems
pubhshed in India, enclosnig a
four-page pamphlet about himself.
We must say that the list of pubcations and' poetic offices is most
impressive. We are rather taken
by his appointment as "Avalon
Regent in Austraha by Lihth Lorraine, director of Avalon World
Arts Academy, Alpine, Texas".
But we are, we confess, not very
taken by the verse in The Singing
Forest. The typographical eccentricities are not nearly as engaging
as those of mr. e. e. cummings.
Where typography fails, he can
always coin a word to tide him
over. We would like to quote
many snippets for your entertainment. Perhaps "careless joy" will
suffice to represent the style:
/ peeped at you
over
the sherry glass
you peeped back
appeaiingli
with what a ivistful look

two eyes like ice-blue

daggers

stabbed
the glowing nucleus of my
heart. . . .
There is a nice pun or two
("nacred breasts") and mention of
a rather heady liquor ("sexed
wine") and a lot of passion in the
lower case.
However he has some admirers
(they are quoted in the pamphlet).
Estelle Trust, for example, who is
the editor of The Literary Calendar of Shri'veport, La., thinks thai
the poems in this volume are superb. She also sees hints of Milton in an earlier volume.
Mr. Cox's "immediate plan" is
"to found an international review
devoted to poetry, drama, and
ballet, and fulfilling tlie comprehensive aesthetic programme of
Cosmo-Synthesis."
David

Lighthouse:
Angus
son, Sydney.

Hutchison

and Robert16/-.

Singing Forest: Bharti Association
Publications, India.
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